GENERAL ORDERS.

WEEKLY Private Signals being directed to be shown from the Flag-Staff at King's Town in Newcastle District, on the Arrival of all Vessels at that Port, the Masters will be careful not to anchor until they have observed the Signal indicated; for which purpose they will receive a sealed Paper, containing the Signals for a Fortnight after their Departure from hence, at the time they receive their Certificate; which sealed Paper is not to be opened until they are within the Coal Island.
1804, May 27th Sydney Gazette, 1b.
Mention of Coal Island and secret signals.

GENERAL ORDERS

Weekly Private Signals being directed to be shewn from the Flag-Staff at King’s Town in Newcastle District, on the Arrival of all Vessels at that Port, the Masters will be careful to anchor until they have observed the Signal Indicated; for which purpose they will receive a sealed Paper, containing the Signals for a Fortnight after their Departure from hence, at the time they receive their Certificate; which sealed Paper is not to be opened until they are within the Coal Island.